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Abstract: Visible lines, which are presumably associated with forbidden lines from tungsten highly charged ions, 

were clearly observed in a spectrum o f 370 -  410 nm recorded shortly after a tungsten pellet injection at the LHD. 

One o f the measured lines has been assigned to a magnetic-dipole (M l)  line o f the ground-term fine-structure 

transition o f W26\  Photon emission was observed at 44 lines o f sight divided along the vertical direction o f a 

horizontally elongated poloidal cross section o f the LHD plasma. The line-integrated intensity o f the lines along 

each line o i sight indicates peaked profiles near the plasma center, while visible line emissions o f neutral hydrogen 

and helium recoded in the same sampling time have a maximum located in the peripheral region o f the poloidal 

cross section.

1. Introduction

One o f important issues concerning steady state

sustainment o f magnetically confined plasmas (MCPs)

is distribution o f impurity ions in the MCPs and

radiation powers by the impurity ions. Since tungsten

divertors w ill be used in ITER, the primary element o f

heavy impurity ions would be tungsten. Thus, strong

emission lines o f highly ionized tungsten ions in core

plasmas have intensively been measured in short

wavelength regions, e.g. extreme-ultra-violet (E U V )[, * 

3]

Visible forbidden lines from highly charged ions (HCIs)

o f heavy elements provide new diagnostics means to 

study behaviors o f heavy impurity ions in the fusion 

plasmas. High-resolution spectroscopy and fiber optics 

are available in the visible region, which enable precise 

plasma diagnostics and advantageous for preventing 

detection systems from neutron damage. Since 

fine-structure splitting o f heavy ions such as tungsten 

increases rapidly with ionization degrees, forbidden 

lines o f highly ionized ions could be observed in 

visible ranges. Spectral data for the visiDle 

forbidden-lines o f highly charged tungsten ions, 

however, are very limited l4】. An M l transition o f
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Ti-like W)2+ (3d4) 5D3 - 5D2 has been known by

numbers o f studies by means o f 

Electron-Beam-Ion-Traps (EBITs) ([5] and references 

therein). Recently，Komatsu 丨6丨 and Watanabe I7丨 found 

a strong visible M l line o f Cd-like W26" in the EBITs. 

The line has been identified as the ground-term 

fine-structure transition o f 4卢  3H5 - 3H4 [8】. In the 

present work, we conducted measurements o f visiole 

lines from the tungsten HCIs in the Large Helical

Device (LHD) using solid pellet injection techniques

[9]

2. LHD Experiment
Discharges for present measurements were started with 

electron cyclotron heating followed by hydrogen 

neutral beam injection (NBI) heating. In steady state, 

the maximum electron temperature is 2 - 3 keV at the 

plasma center. Then, a solid pellet containing tungsten 

was injected into background hydrogen plasmas. Two 

kinds o f pellets were used in the present experiments. 

One is so called as rracer-Encapsulated Solid Pellet 

(TESPEL) 1 叫. The TESPEL is a double-layered 

impurity pellet, which consists o f polystyrene polymer 

as an outer shell (diameters o f 400 - 900 |imcp) and 

tracer particles as an inner core. We used another 

impurity pellet 丨丨丨1 also (henceforth, we denote this 

pellet as the impurity pellet), which has a cylindrical 

carbon shell (diameter o f 1.2 ^rrup) with tin coating. 

Tungsten powders are contained inside a hole at the 

center o f the carbon shell. The TESPEL and the 

impurity pellet are injected at speeds o f 200 - 500 m/s
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and 30 - 300 m/s by specially designed pellet injectors, 

respectively.
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Visible-UV S p e c t r o m e t e r  

{Czerny-Turner)

Impurity pellet 

injector

Figure 1 : A top view of helical plasmas, pellet 
injectors and a visible-UV spectrometer.

section and lines of sight. Shaded area represents 
the peripheral region. The black allow indicates the 
viewing direction.
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Figure 3: Vertical distribution of line-integrated 
intensity for a He I line.
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Time-resolved (sampling times for 38 and 140 ms at

every 100 and 250 ms, respectively) measurements 

were conducted using Czemy-Turner visible-UV 

spectrometers equipped with CCD detectors. Figure 1 

shows a viewing port as well as two pellet injection 

ports. Using an optical fiber array, photon emission 

was observed at 44 lines o f sight divided along the 

vertical direction (Z) o f a horizontally elongated 

poloidal cross section o f a helical plasma, as shown in 

Fig. 2. It is noted that the poloidal cross section is 

asymmetric with respect to Z = 0, because the cross 

section is tilted a little from the normal direction. This 

asymmetry manifests itself in vertical distributions o f 

line-integrated intensities (along each line o f sight) o f
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is kept turned on. The line emissions from highly

charged tungsten ions are anticipated only for the 

instant before the electron temperature decreases to so 

low that the ions cannot be created appreciably. In the 

present measurement, before the TESPEL injection, i.e. 

f l4 , the maximum electron temperature exceeds 2 keV 

at the plasma center. Then, the electron temperatures 

decreased down to 350 eV or lower at the beginning o f 

f ! 6. Strong line emissions peaked at vertical positions 

around Z  = 0.5 and 0.25 are from peripheral regions o f 

the poloidal cross sections (see Fig. 3). However, a 

distinct emission profile is found for the time frame 

just after the TESPEL injection, i.e. f l5 ; there is 

another peak centered around Z = 0. To see this

_________________  DaijiKATO

emission lines in peripheral regions o f the poloidal 

cross section 1 丨2丨. Figure 3 illustrates a typical example 

with the He I 丨ine (388.87 nm) emitted in the 

peripheral region.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Observation of visible Ml lines of W HCIs at 
the LHD
Figure 4 shows a series o f CCD images o f line 

emissions obtained in three successive sampling time 

frames before ( f l4 : 3550 - 3690 ms) and after ( fl5 : 

3800 - 3940 ms and f l  6 : 4050 -  4190 ms) the TESPEL 

injection (3800 ms). 3.32x1017 tungsten atoms were 

contained in this TESPEL core. After the TESPEL 

injection, central electron temperatures decrease due to 

power exhaust by pellet ablation and ionization and 

line emission o f tungsten ions, while the NBI heating

emission component separately, the CCD image o f fl4 
is subtracted from that of fl5 as shown in the upper 
panel of Mg. 5.

0.0

#108785 TESPEL(3.8s)

-0.5 _ fl 4(3.55-3 69s)

389.0 389.2 389.4 389.6 389.8 390.0 390.2

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4: CCD images of line emissions in a visible
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range obtained in three successive sampling time 

frames before ( f l4 : 3550 - 3690 ms) and after ( f!5 : 

3800 - 3940 ms and f l 6 : 4050 -  4190 ms) the 

TESPEL injection.

#108785 f15-f14

250 
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150|  100 

O  50 
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-50 

-100
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Figure 5: A  spectrum o f emission lines from highly 

charged tungsten ions observed at LH D  (shot 

#108785). The scale on the righ t hand side o f the top 

panel shows photon counts per pixel o f the CCD 

detector. See text fo r details.

frame, i.e. f l4 , are apparent. Gaussian fitting o f the 

two peaks gives central wavelengths o f 389.37 nm 

(Peak A ) and 389.91 nm (Peak B), respectively. The 

results are compared with available references in Table

1. Uncertainties o f the central wavelengths are totally 

about 0.04 nm. Although standard deviations o f the 

central wavelengths (the confidence level is 63.8 %) 

are less than 0.01 nm，the dominant uncertainty is due 

to errors in wavelength calibration which has been 

done with the hydrogen Balmer series o f lines emitted 

in the last phase o f the same discharge. The present 

wavelength for Peak A is identical to within the 

uncertainty a tungsten line measured in various EBITs 

I6,7I. That line has been identified due to a ground-term 

M l transition o f W26f (4^ ) 3H5 - 3H4 by large-scale 

multi-configuration Dirac-Fock calculations [S,. Peak B 

is presumably due to a line emission from W24+, 

because an emission line with the almost identical 

wavelength has been observed recently with a compact 

EBIT (CoBIT) ,I3]. Both o f the lines are absent in 

spectra o f sampling times o f f l 6 where the electron 

temperatures are lower than 350 eV.

Table 1 :Measured wavelengths (nm) and references. 

Numbers in parentheses are uncertainties.

Peak Present EBIT Theory

A 389.37(4)
389.41(6) [6] 
389.35(3) [7]

388.43 [8]

B 389.91(4) 389.89(6 )[13] -

In the lower panel, two peaks, which are absent in the 

spectrum measured during the former sampling time

3.2 Ionization equilibrium  and radial d istribution o f

ル 26+

Figure 6 shows fractional abundances o f tungsten ions 

o f different charge states as a function o f electron 

temperature calculated by using a collisional-radiative 

(CR) model 1141 for an electron density o f 1020 /m3. 

The fractional abundance o f W 26f ions is peaked 

around 400 - 500 eV according to this calculation. It is
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Figure 7: Radial distribution of W26+ ions in the 
LHD plasmas and an electron temperature profile 
measured by the Thomson scattering system.

Ion transports give significant effects in the ion 

fractional abundance. Suppose that a high-temperature 

core plasma acquires a significant in-flux o f lower 

charged ions in a time scale shorter than that required 

to achieve an ionization-equilibrium，the factional 

abundance o f the lower charged ions in the core 

plasma would be enhanced. This has been known as a 

non-equilibrium ionization effect, since Post 

investigated this effect in terms o f a scaled ion 

transport time [15], which is given by a product o f 

electron densities and ion transport times limited by 

diffusion or convection. Apparent inconsistence found 

in this work between the measured M l intensity profile 

and the calculated ion distribution may be ascribed to 

the ion transport effect, which w ill be addressed in our 

future studies.

3.3 New visible lines of W HCIs and comparison 
with EBIT spectra

noted that different models give significantly different 

fractional abundances especially at electron 

temperatures lower than 1 keV, mainly because o f 

uncertainties in rate coefficients o f atomic processes 

involved in the models. Using an electron temperature 

profile measured by the Thomson scattering system at 

the LHD, a radial distribution o f W26̂  ions is 

calculated as shown in Fig. 7. The radial distribution 

has a peak at radial positions apart from the plasma 

center (major radius R = 3.6 m) in a case that the 

electron temperature profile measured at t = 3933 ms 

(the end o f the time frame f l5 )  is used. This seems 

inconsistent with the M l intensity profile o f W26> ions 

which is peaked around the plasma center. It is noted 

that an electron temperature profile at an earlier time 

has a higher central value, the peak position o f the 

W26' fractional abundance would be even far apart 

from the plasma center with such the temperature 

profile.

. _____________________ C R  ion equilibrium n e = 1 e + 2 0  / m 3

_____ je t  .h .u . , t

CR ion equilibrium__ r>*=1»+20 /m*

1 . . . . ^
Te (eV；

Figure 6: Fractional abundance of tungsten ions as 
a function of electron temperature calculated by 
using a collisional-radiative (CR) model 1141 for an 
electron density of 1020 /m3.
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Figure 8: Variation of electron temperature profiles 
before and after a tungsten pellet injection 
(LHD#114570).

Figure 9 shows line-integrated spectra along a line o f 

sight (Z = 2.6 cm) which passes through about the 

plasma center. These spectra were measured in three 

sampling time frames (t#40: 3900 -  3938 ms, t#43: 

4200 -  4238 ms, and #t44: 4300 - 4338 ms), 

respectively. In the figure assignments o f emission 

lines are also indicated. Most o f prominent lines in the 

spectra o f t#40 and t#44 can be assigned to those o f the 

impurities inherent in the LHD, neutral hydrogen and 

helium atoms. Fe I lines appears in the spectrum o f

We have conducted further measurements to seek other 

forbidden lines o f tungsten HCIs in the visible range 

using another spectrometer which has a shorter focal 

length (30 cm) and a smaller F-number. In this 

measurement, tungsten was injected with the impurity 

pellet. Figure 8 shows electron temperature profiles 

measured before and after the pellet injection (about 

4060 ms), central electron temperatures decrease 

rapidly, while two NBls (#4 and #5) are turned on.

t#40 but not that o f t#44. Fe contamination may be 

ascribed to sputtering from the first-wall o f the main 

chamber made o f stainless steels by bombardments o f 

high-energy charge-exchange neutrals anticipated only 

for t#40. The hydrogen Balmer series is clearly seen in 

the spectrum o f t#44, because o f the lower central 

electron temperature as well as better statistics in 

photon counting (higher electron densities).

LHD#114570 MK300 Fe I

O II/III/IV

Figure 9: Line-integrated spectra along a line of 
sight (Z = 2.6 cm) through about the plasma center. 
The spectra are obtained in three sampling time 
frames (t#40: 3900 -  3938 ms, t#43: 4200 -  4238 ms, 
and #t44: 4300 - 4338 ms). The horizontal axis is 
channel number of a CCD detector.

There are still many unassigned lines remained in the
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Figure 1 1 :A synthetic spectrum of W27+ions in an 
EBIT calculated by a collisional-radiative model 
(16). Electron density of 1016 /m3 and
monochromatic electron beam energy of 830 eV are 
assumed for the EBIT. Intensity of line A is divided 
by 50.

Recently, quite a bit o f spectral data for visible lines o f 

the tungsten HCIs have been obtained by means o f the 

CoBIT 1,31 which is very useful for analysis o f the 

LHD spectra. However, it is not always

straightforward to deduce the tungsten lines in LHD 

spectra by simply comparing with the CoBIT spectra. 

In the EBIT, trapped ions are excited by collisions with 

a quasi-monochromatic and unidirectional electron 

beam confined with a parallel magnetic field. A typical 

electron density obtained in the CoBIT is about 1016 
/m3, which is three or four orders o f magnitude smaller 

than those in the LHD plasmas. Such large 

discrepancies in the electron density may give different 

population kinetics o f fine-structure levels, which 

results in different emission line spectra. For instant, 

visible forbidden lines due to transitions in a 

fine-structure o f an electronic excited level are hardly 

anticipated at low electron densities, unless the excited 

level is highly meta-stable. On the other hand, larger 

electron collision frequencies at higher electron

spectrum o f t#43. In F ig .10, the line-integrated spectra 

along two lines o f sight are compared. One is the same 

as in Fig. 9, i.e. the line o f sight which passes through 

about the plasma center, the other is that along a line o f 

sight at a large vertical position (Z = 49.5 cm) o f the 

horizontally elongated poloidal cross section. The later 

line o f sight passes through a peripheral region o f the 

poloidal cross section only (see Fig. 2). By comparing 

the two spectra, emission lines from the core plasma 

can be identified, which are indicated by arrows in the 

figure. Two o f them (indicated by red arrows) are 

assigned to the previously identified M l line o f W26+ 

(4 ^  3H5 -  3H4) and a visible line o f W24+ ions, 

respectively. Other unassigned lines are presumably 

also visible lines o f tungsten HCIs.

Figure 10: Line-integrated spectra along different 
lines of sight. Lower spectrum is the same as in Fig. 
9, i.e. the line-integrated spectrum along the line of 
sight through about the plasma center, upper is that 
along the line at a large vertical position of the 
horizontally elongated poloidal cross section (Z = 
49.5 cm, see Fig. 2).
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densities may quench the line emissions o f longer life

times, like the forbidden lines. Collisional-radiative 

(CR) models for detailed multiplet levels o f the 

tungsten HCIs are required to address this issue. By 

collaboration with Chinese researchers, such a CR 

model for W27f ions has been developed and electron 

density dependent variation o f relative intensities o f 

visible forbidden lines was investigated ,16). Figure 11 

shows an example o f calculated line spectra for W2?, 

ions in an EBIT assuming an electron density o f 1016 
/m3 and a monochromatic electron beam energy o f 830 

eV. The strongest line A around 340 nm is identified as 

an M l line due to the ground-term fine-structure 

transition (4 f 2F7/2 -  2F5/2)，which has recently been 

confirmed experimentally by collaborators in Fudan 

University using an EBIT 丨丨4 * * 7】.

4. Summary

As a concluding remark, the present work 

demonstrates that observation o f faint forbiaden-lines

from highly ionized heavy elements such as tungsten is 

feasible at the LHD by using pellet injection 

techniques. The forbidden lines o f the highly ionized 

heavy elements may provide a new diagnostics mean 

o f core plasmas in visible ranges. Given a spatial 

distribution o f the forbidden-line emission and a 

corresponding electron temperature profile, it is 

possible to investigate ion transport effects on the 

charge state distribution o f highly ionized species in 

the LHD.

EBIT measurements are used to analyze the LHD

Category II ______________________________
spectra. Electron density dependence o f relative line

intensities is an important issue for more precise 

comparison o f the EBIT spectra with those o f the LHD 

plasmas. To this end, collisional-radiative models with 

detail atomic processes o f the tungsten HCIs are being 

developed.
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